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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose using convolutional recurrent neu-
ral networks on the task of bird audio detection in real-life
environments. Different data augmentation, model ensemble
and regularization methods are proposed for the present prob-
lem and evaluated in this regard. We evaluate our results us-
ing area under curve measure (AUC). Our best achieved AUC
score on five fold cross-validation of the development data is
95.3% and 89.4% on the unseen evaluation data.

Index Terms— Bird audio detection, convolutional recur-
rent neural network

1. INTRODUCTION

Bird audio detection (BAD) is defined as identifying the pres-
ence or absence of bird call/tweet in a given audio recording.
This task acts as a preliminary step in the automatic moni-
toring of biodiversity. Post identifying the presence of bird
call activity, a species based classifier can recognize the bird
call more accurately. In this regard, the bird audio detection
challenge [1] was organized with an objective to create ro-
bust and scalable algorithms which can work on real life bio-
acoustics monitoring projects without any manual interven-
tion. The challenge provided annotated and non-annotated
bird call recordings. The former were selected from a wide
range of field and crowd-sourced recordings and is utilized
as the training dataset. The latter are recordings from a com-
pletely different geographical location and employed as the
test dataset.

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are able to extract
higher level features that are invariant to local spectral and
temporal variations. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are
powerful in learning the longer term temporal context in the
audio signals. CNNs and RNNs as classifiers have recently
shown improved performances over established methods in
various sound recognition tasks. We combine these two
approaches in a Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network
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(CRNN) and apply it on a bird audio detection detection
task. CRNN has provided state-of-the-art results on various
polyphonic sound event detection and audio tagging tasks [2].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Acoustic
features representing the harmonic and non-harmonic content
of the audio used in our BAD system are discussed in Section
2. The proposed CRNN and its configuration for the BAD is
explained and presented in Section 3. Dataset setings, metrics
and the results are reported in Section 4.

2. FEATURES

In this work, we experiment with log mel-band energy fea-
tures, which has been shown to be effective in various au-
dio tagging and sound event detection tasks. First, magnitude
spectrum of the audio signals have been obtained using short-
time Fourier transform (STFT) over 40 ms audio frames with
50% overlap using Hamming window and 1024 bins. Du-
ration of each audio file in the challenge dataset is 10 sec-
onds, resulting with 500 frames for each file. Then, 40 log
mel-band energy features have been extracted from the mag-
nitude spectrum. Keeping in mind that bird sounds are of-
ten contained in a relatively small portion of the frequency
range, it makes theoretical sense to focus on extracting fea-
tures from that range. However, experiments with features
from the whole frequency range provided better results, and
therefore utilized in the proposed method. Librosa library [3]
has been used in feature extraction process.

3. CONVOLUTIONAL RECURRENT NEURAL
NETWORKS

The CRNN proposed in this work, depicted in Figure 1, con-
sists of four parts: (1) at the top of the architecture, a time-
frequency representation of the data (40 log mel-band ener-
gies over 500 frames) is fed to 4 convolutional layers with 96
feature maps, 5-by-5 filters with rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activations and non-overlapping pooling over frequency axis
(pooling sizes are [5,2,2,2], respectively); (2) the feature maps
of the last convolutional layer are stacked over the frequency
axis and fed to 2 gated recurrent unit (GRU) [4] layers with
96 hidden units; (3) a temporal max-pooling layer is applied
over the extracted representation over each time frame (4) a
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Fig. 1. System overview of CRNN architecture proposed for
bird audio detection.

Dataset Bird call
Present Absent Total

freefield1010 5755 1935 7690
warblr 1955 6045 8000
chernobyl ? ? 8620
Total 7710 + ? 7980 + ? 24310

Table 1. Bird audio detection challenge [1] dataset statistics

single feedforward layer with 1 unit and sigmoid activation
reads the final recurrent layer. The sigmoid activation from
the feedforward layer is treated as the bird audio probability
for the audio file.

The network is trained with back-propagation through
time [5] using Adam optimizer [6] and binary cross-entropy
as the loss function. In order to reduce overfitting of the
model, early stopping was used to stop training if the area
under curve (AUC) measure (Section 4.2) did not improve
for 50 epochs. For regularization, batch normalization [7]
and dropout [8] with rate 0.25 were employed in convolu-
tional layers. Keras deep learning library [9] has been used to
implement the proposed network.

4. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

4.1. Datasets

The bird audio detection challenge [1] consists of a develop-
ment and an evaluation set. The data comes from three sepa-
rate datasets: i) field (freefield1010), ii) crowd-sourced (war-
blr), and iii) remote monitored (chernobyl). While the devel-
opment set consists of freefield1010 and warblr only, the eval-
uation set comprises of data unseen in development, predomi-
nantly coming from the chernobyl dataset. Recordings in both
the sets are 10 seconds long, mono channel and sampled at
44.1 kHz. The labels for the development set are binary -
bird calls present or absent. The statistics of the datasets are
presented in Table 1.

From the development set, we generate five cross valida-
tion (CV) splits of 60% training, 20% validation, and 20%
testing. Each split had an equal distribution of birds call
present and absent. All development set results in future are
the average performance on this five CV split. For the chal-
lenge submission, the CRNN is trained on single CV split of
80% training and 20% validation done on development set,
with equal distribution of classes. Also for the challenge sub-
mission, 11 networks with the same architecture and different
initial random weights (obtained by sampling from different
random seeds) have been trained. The estimated probabilities
for the test audio files from each network has been averaged
to obtain the ensemble output.



Dataset Method
CRNN CRNN + Ensemble

Development 95.3
Evaluation 88.3 89.4

Table 2. AUC scores on development and evaluation sets

4.2. Metrics

The BAD system output is evaluated from the receiver oper-
ating characteristic (ROC) using the area under curve (AUC)
measurement [10].

4.3. Results

AUC scores for development and evaluation sets are pre-
sented in Table 2. AUC for development set is obtained from
the mean AUC of the five-fold CV test data.
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